Effective model is a novel tool for decentralized controller design to handle the interconnected interactions in a multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) process. In this paper, Type-1 and Type-2 effective Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy models (ETSM) are investigated. By means of the loop pairing criterion, simple calculations are given to build Type-1/Type-2 ETSMs which are used to describe a group of non-interacting equivalent single-input-single-output (SISO) systems to represent an MIMO process, consequently the decentralized controller design can be converted to multiple independent single-loop controller designs, and enjoy the well-developed linear control algorithms. The main contributions of this paper are: i) Compared to the existing T-S fuzzy model based decentralized control methods using extra terms to characterize interactions, ETSM is a simple feasible alternative; ii) Compared to the existing effective model methods using linear transfer functions, ETSM can be carried out without requiring exact mathematical process functions, and lays a basis to develop robust controllers since fuzzy system is powerful to handle uncertainties; iii) Type-1 and Type-2 ETSMs are presented under a unified framework to provide objective comparisons. A nonlinear MIMO process is used to demonstrate the ETSMs' superiority over the effective transfer function (ETF) counterparts as well as the evident advantage of Type-2 ETSMs in terms of robustness. A multi-evaporator refrigeration system is employed to validate the practicability of the proposed methods.
Introduction
In the area of multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) process control, the Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) * Corresponding author. Tel.: +65 6790 6862; Fax: +65 6793 3318; E-mail: ewjcai@ntu.edu.sg fuzzy model based decentralized control is an attractive topic because of its outstanding merits including: i). it is easy to design and tune because it uses the simplest control structure where each manipulated variable (process input) is determined by only one controlled variable (process output); ii) no exact mathematical process functions are required since fuzzy models can be built to a high degree of accuracy from data samples and expert experience [1, 2] ; iii) it is robust to disturbance since fuzzy system excels in handling uncertainties [1] [2] [3] ; iv) linear control algorithms can be applied to design controllers for a nonlinear process via parallel distributed compensation [4] since the T-S fuzzy model is composed of a group of linear local models [3, 4] .
A number of academic results concerning this topic have been proposed. Such as the networked and robust decentralized control for large-scale and interconnected MIMO processes in [5] [6] [7] [8] .
The main difficulty for decentralized control is to deal with the interactions among the paired input-output control-loops due to its limited control structure flexibility. In the existing T-S fuzzy 
where M is the number of fuzzy rules; i y is the ith output and j u is the jth input ( , 1, , i j n  L ), and ij yu  is one of the control pairs of an nn  process; l C is a fuzzy set.  For a large-scale process, a large number of extra terms need to be identified, which would drastically increase the cost in process modeling;
 For a complex process, the interactions may not be directly measured or evaluated, which would form obstacles to deriving the extra terms;
 For a nonlinear process, different working conditions may require different control pair configurations and result in changed coupling effects, which would lead to challenges in finding suitable extra terms to describe the varying interactions;
 The local models of a T-S fuzzy model may not be linear after adding the extra terms, which would increase the complexity for controller design.
Given the above problems, a more practical method to express the interactions is required.
One interesting manner developed recently is to create the effective models. 
where ˆl ij a is the revised coefficient. Compared to Eq. (1), ETSM as in Eq. (2) uses a different manner to express interactions that can greatly simplify decentralized controller design: i) the ETSM method is using a group of non-interacting single-input single-output (SISO) systems to represent an MIMO process such that the decentralized controller design can be decomposed into multiple independent single-loop controller designs; ii) the ETSM retains the linearity in each of its local models which provides a platform to apply the mature linear methods to regulate a nonlinear process. How to revise the coefficients to achieve an ETSM that can correctly reflect the interacting effects is a key problem to solve. Currently several methods taking advantage of loop pairing criteria to construct effective models are available. A loop pairing criterion is used to pair inputs and outputs to determine a proper decentralized control structure with minimum coupling effects among the paired control-loops, and it provides quantified interconnected interactions to calculate the revised coefficients in effective models. In [9] , an approach was presented to derive effective transfer functions (ETF) to describe a group of equivalent open-loop processes for decentralized control in terms of dynamic Relative Gain Array (RGA) [10] [11] [12] [13] based criterion, and [14] proposed a model reduction technique to simplify the effective open-loop transfer function of [9] . In [15] , the method to build ETFs using Effective Relative
Gain Array [16] based criterion was introduced. In [17] , an algorithm to modify the coefficients for ETF construction according to Relative Normalized Gain Array (RNGA) based criterion [18] was developed. The simulations or experiments in [9, 14, 17, 18] demonstrated the better performances of ETF based control methods when compared to several other popular control tuning approaches. Among these, RNGA based effective model has prominent advantages that it provides a comprehensive description of dynamic interactions, and works with satisfactory performances for both low and high dimensional processes and without requiring the specifics of controllers, and is able to provide a unique result with less computational complexity [17, 18] . We investigated RNGA based ETSM for decentralized control in a conference article [19] , which is, to the best of author's knowledge, the first work in the area of loop pairing criterion based effective fuzzy model. Compared to the existing ETF methods, ETSM is an alternative to process controller design where exact mathematical functions are unavailable. Moreover, it lays a basis to develop robust controller since fuzzy system is strong in compensating for uncertainties.
The ETSM studied in [19] is based on traditional (Type-1) fuzzy models where the fuzzy memberships are crisp numbers. When large uncertainties appear, the crisp fuzzy memberships may struggle to describe the conditions. In this case, Type-2 fuzzy model [20] [21] [22] with the fuzzy memberships that are themselves fuzzy can be applied. In a Type-2 fuzzy set, the fuzzy membership of an element includes primary and secondary grades that can be considered as a Type-1 fuzzy set. As shown in Fig. 1 , Part (a) is a general Type-2 fuzzy set where the secondary grades range from 0 to 1. When all secondary grades are either 0 or 1 that the fuzzy membership for an element is an interval, it becomes an interval Type-2 fuzzy set as shown in Part (b) which is more widely used because of its manageable calculations [23] . The increased fuzziness endows a Type-2 fuzzy set additional design degrees of freedom that make it possible to directly describe the uncertainties [20] [21] [22] [23] . [24] gave an introduction of Type-2 T-S fuzzy models, and several results [25] [26] [27] proved that Type-2 T-S fuzzy model outperforms its Type-1 counterpart in terms of accuracy and robustness in process modeling and control. 
T-S fuzzy modeling for an MIMO process
where
is the individual open-loop T-S fuzzy model for ij yu  , which is always identifiable through proper excitations [29] . When , TS ij f is a Type-1 fuzzy model, its fuzzy rules can be expressed as:
,0
M is the number of fuzzy rules in
is a vector consisting of past inputs and outputs is a weighted sum of local outputs:
denotes the fuzzy membership function of () ij k x in the lth fuzzy set l ij C . As the weights, they satisfy 0
is an interval Type-2 T-S fuzzy model, its fuzzy rules can be expressed as:
C % is an interval Type-2 fuzzy set. The fuzzy membership of 
Based on the ij M fuzzy rules, a type-reduced set [24] (9) Note that in an Type-2 fuzzy set,
may not be equal to 
Both Type-1 and Type-2 T-S fuzzy model can be constructed based on the input-output data samples that are briefly introduced as follows [25] : 
iii) Assign each datum to the cluster where it has the largest Type- 
based on its Type-1 fuzzy membership as: 
Use least square method to identify the coefficients of two linear polynomials as in Eq. (7) based on , () 
for its associated Type-2 fuzzy rule.
When given a new input () ij k
x
, its Type-1 fuzzy memberships
where ,, 
, 0
The output from the Type-2 T-S fuzzy model is calculated by Eq. (9) and (10).
Relative Normalized Gain Array based loop pairing criterion
Loop pairing defines the decentralized control-loop configuration, i.e., which of the available inputs should be chosen to manipulate each of the process outputs. From a T-S fuzzy model, two factors can be calculated for interaction assessment according to RNGA based criterion [18, 28] 
In the vicinity of 0,ij x , a T-S fuzzy model can be approximately represented by a linear function by letting 0,
f is a Type-1 T-S fuzzy model as in Eq. (4), the coefficients of Eq. (18) are
is a Type-2 T-S fuzzy model as in Eq. (6), the coefficients of Eq. (18) are , , , 
where , , , 
Eq. (21) and (22) (29) From RGA and RNGA, the control pairs can be selected according to the following rules [18, 28] :
i) All paired RGA and RNGA elements should be positive;
ii) The paired RNGA elements are closest to 1;
iii) Large RNGA elements should be avoided;
Place the paired elements on the diagonal positions of TS K through column swap, the value of Niederlinski index (NI) [31] , can be calculated as:
is the product of paired elements. A positive NI is a necessary condition for paired system to be stable [31] .
Therefore, an additional rule for pairing is iv) NI 0 
Effective T-S fuzzy model
The ,0
: 
( )
For 
Several experimental results demonstrate that for well paired MIMO processes, the values of ,
TS ij
 's of paired control-loops are closed to 1. Thus Eq. (41) can be simplified as:
Eq. (37), (39) and (42) provide simple calculations to revise the coefficients to describe interacting effects. However, an important and necessary fact which can not be ignored is that a control system should possess integrity property [15, 17] , which means, the system should remain stable whether other loops are put in or taken out. Moreover, the integrity requires that when controlling a certain loop after all other loops remove, the performance of the controller designed based on the ETSM should be no more aggressive than that of the controller designed based on the individual open-loop model [17] . Note that larger absolute value of steady-state gain and larger time delay imply more challenges for a stable control system design. In a bid to maintain the integrity property, an ETSM should choose the coefficients between original and revised ones that can reflect "worse condition" for controller design. 
Based on ETSMs, linear SISO control algorithms can be directly applied to design decentralized controllers for nonlinear MIMO processes. The steps to devise the ETSM based decentralized controllers are summarized as follows with a flowchart given in Fig. 3. 
i)
For an nn  process, collect data samples from each input-output channel to build an Afterwards, design a local controller based on each ETSM to achieve a decentralized control system.
v)
If the working condition changes, repeat step ii) -iv). Fig. 3 The working procedure for ETSM based decentralized controller design
Case studies

Simulations
Consider a three-input-three-output nonlinear process [19 
The decentralized control pairs selected by the RNGA based criterion is same to that derived from Type-1 fuzzy models: As can be seen in Fig. 4 , when given the same gain and phase margin requirements, the controllers based on fuzzy models built from data with inexactness can achieve smaller overshoots compared to that based on transfer functions linearized from exact mathematical model. The performances of Type-1 and Type-2 ETSM based control are camparable in this case.
In a bid to explicitly demonstrate their differences, the comparisions of four performance indexes, Table. 1, which prove Type-2 control can achieve smaller integrated errors. 2.31 x x u  & Apply the controllers to the changed processes, the comparisons are shown in Fig. 5 , and the four indexes of ETSM based control are given in Table 2 . As can be seen in Fig. 5 and The process under the ETF based control becomes instable while its outputs under the ETSM based control can still reach the reference values as shown in Fig. 6 . The four indexes of ETSM based control in Table 3 prove that Type-2 ETSM based control is more robust. 
Application in a multi-evaporator refrigeration system
An experimental multi-evaporator refrigeration system with three evaporators (EVAP1, EVAP2 and EVAP3) is shown in Fig. 7 , and its schematic diagram and pressure (P)-enthalpy (h) chart are shown in Fig. 8 . In this system, R134a is used as the refrigerant. For EVAP1, water is used as heat transfer fluid to convey the cooling to meet the air-conditioning requirements. While for EVAP 2 used for perishable food storage and EVAP3 used for freezing where evaporating temperatures are low that water may be frozen, ethylene glycol solution is used instead. The working process as shown in Fig. 8 respectively. By absorbing heats from the ambient environments of the evaporators, the three flows evaporate at specified temperatures to become saturated vapor (states 10, 11 and 14). In the pressure regulation device, the flows at state 10 and 11 are throttled to state 12 and 13 respectively such that their pressures are equal to that of the flow at state 14 from EVAP3 which has the lowest evaporating pressure and temperature. Finally, the three flows mix up into one at state 1 and return to compressor to complete the refrigeration cycle. Fig. 7 The experimental multi-evaporator refrigeration system ) for constructing fuzzy models. The step responses for this 33  process are shown in Fig. 9 . Fig. 9 Step responses for the 33  process
The time delay can be measured as: 11 
From Type-1 fuzzy models, the following results can be obtained: Table 4 , which demonstrate that Type-2 ETSM based control can achieve smaller integrated errors in real applications. 
Conclusions
This ETSMs with additional degrees of fuzziness can achieve more robust performances than the Type-1 counterparts under the influence of uncertainties, which have been proved by simulation and experimental results. Since an ETSM can express the interacting effects, more interesting topics, such as block decentralized control and sparse control, can be investigated. These topics will be reported later.
The parameters of Type-1 and Type-2 T-S fuzzy models for the process in Eq. (44) are given in 
Appendix B
The parameters of Type-1 and Type-2 T-S fuzzy models for the multi-evaporator refrigeration system are given in Table B.1 and Table B 
